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In this paper the asymptotic properties of solutions of systems of ordinary 
differential equations with strong nonlinearity are discussed. The main tools used 
here are Alekseev’s nonlinear variation of constants formula and two nonlinear 
integral inequalities of the Bellman type established by the present author. 
Theorems 1 and 2 proved here generalize the main results obtained by I. M. Vlasov 
(Izv. VysS. UEebn. Zaved.) Matematika 69 (2) (1968), 27-34). As applications of 
the results a series of corollaries for perturbed linear differential systems are also 
stated which are extensions of some known theorems. Although there are many 
other articles concerned with the same problem as that in the present paper (for 
example, see [9-16]), the results obtained here seem to be new. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the nonlinear differential system 
$ =.ftr, Y>, tER,, yER” 
and its perturbed system 
$ =f(t, 4 + go, x)9 tER,, xER”. (2) 
With regard to these systems we shall assume that the following assumptions 
(H) are satisfied: 
f(t, y) E C[R+ x R”, R”], g(t, x) E C[R+ x R”, R”],f(t, 0) = 0 and 
g(t,O)sO when tER+, and the Jacobi matrix f,(t, y) E 
C[R+ x R”, R”‘“]. 
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Here C[N, S] denotes the class of all real continuous functions defined on set 
N with range in set S and R” is the Euclidian n-space. 
In the subsequent discussion J@, to, yO) and x(t, t,, x0) will denote the 
solutions of (1) and (2) which pass through the initial points (to, y,) and 
(to, x0), respectively. We shall require the following two inequalities: the first 
one is a special case of a known result obtained by the present author in [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
(9 a(OE C[J,R+l is nondecreasing and a(t) > 1 for t E J. 
(ii) The functions u(t), f&t) E C[J, R + 1. 
(iii) The inequality 
holds and here rt are numbers from (0, 11. 
Then we also have the inequality 




[ 1 + (1 - ri) ( f G,(t)) ~:J(s) ds]“‘‘-“I, 
k=l 
G,(t) = if 0 < ri < 1 
if ri = 1 (i = 1, 2,..., n) 
herein 
If G,(t) = 1, t E J. 
i=l 
LEMMA 2. Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
(i) The functions v(t), g(t), h(t) and f(t) E C[J, R,], and f(t) is 
nondecreasing on J. 
(ii) The integral inequality 
44 Gf (0 + It [g(s> 4s) + h(sMs)Yl ds 
0 
holds for all t E J, where m > 1 is a constant. 
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Then when t E [0, k) we have 
u(t) <<f(t) (exp j; g(s) ds) [ 1 + (1 - m) Q(f)] I’(’ -m) 
where 
and 
k = Su~{t : Q(t) < I/(m - 1)j. 
ProoJ We rewrite the given inequality as 
~(4 < H(t) + jf g(s) 4s) ds, tEJ 
0 
H(t) =f(r) + i’ h(s)@(s))‘” ds. 
0 
Since f, g and u are nonnegative and continuous, so that H(t) E C[J, R + ] is 
nondecreasing, and if there we havef(0) > 0 then we obtain from the above 
inequality 
4s) a,1 +fg(s)mds, 
H(t) 0 
The Gronwall-Bellman inequality yields 
W < H(t) exp 1: g(s) & 
and hence we have 
t E J. 
tEJ 
~0) G 1 + i,’ &)tf(s))“-’ [ exp (m 1: g(r) dr) ] (z(s))~ ds, t E J. 
Here 
40 = W/!t4 exp i,’ g(s) ds. 
Now an application of Bihari’s lemma [3] to the above inequality yields the 
desired estimate. If f(0) = 0 holds, we may put f(t) + E instead of the 
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original function f(t) and then let E -+ 0, in the obtained estimate to 
complete our proof. 
DEFINITION (cf. [lo]). Let F(t) be a function in C[R+, R”]. If the 
relation 
vz Sup f In ]]F(t)]] < 0 
is satisfied then we say that F(t) is slowly growing (SG) on R + . 
LEMMA 3 (cf. [4]). Suppose the hypotheses (H) mentioned above are 
satisfied, then for every to E R” and every t, > 0, we have 
~0, to 3 4,) - Y (t, to, 5,) = It @(t, s, x(s, to, to)) g(s, x(s, to, to)) ds 
10 
when f E I,@,, too) n I$, , to) (3) 
where I,(&,, &,) and I,,(&,, to) are the maximal right-hand side existence 
intervals of x(t, t,, &,) and y(t, t,, &), respectively, and 
@(t, s, z) = ;Y(c s, z) 
is the matrix-valued solution of the following initial problem of the 
variational system 
@’ =fy(f, y(t, 43, &I)) @, @(to, to, to) = E. 
Here E is the n X n identical matrix. 
2. ESTIMATION 
In the sequel we shall make use of the following two lemmas which deal 
with the estimation of solutions of the system (2). 
LEMMA 4. In addition to (H), we suppose that the folfowing two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every <,, E R” and every t, > 0 we have 
II @OS to, GII Q ebb + Wo)l, t>/to>O; (4) 
here a(t), b(t) E C[R + , R + ] are known functions. 
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(ii) For uER” and t&O we have 
(5) 
ri E (0, I] are constants, cj(t) E C[R + , R + ] are known functions. 
j = 1, 2 )...) n + 1. 
Then for every &, E R” and every t, > 0 the solution x(t, to, &,) of system 
(2) obeys the inequality 
IIx(t, to, to)ll < e”“’ o(t) fi R,(t), 
i=l 
when t E j’ (6) 
where j’ = I,(t,, to) n I,,(t,, to) and 
D(t) = 1 t II &II eb”O’ t 
I 
c,+,(s) ebcs) ds, 
to 
i 
[ 1 t (1 - ri) ( ie1 R,(t)) jtIci(s) erio(s)+b(s) ds] “(‘-r’), 
Ri(t) = ,’ 
if O<ri<l 
i 
exp ) (2 R,(t))j~ci(s)e’l”“‘t”“‘dsi, 
(7) 
if ri = 1, (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Herein we have assumed that 
fi Rk(f) = 1, tEj’. 
k=l 
ProoJ In the proof of Lemma 2 in Brauer [4], he has the inequality 
II Y& to 9 TOII 4 II roll oyia,xl II @(4 to 7 rl(k))lI 
where 0 < k < 1 is a parameter and r](k) = k<,. 
Using (4) we obtain from the above inequality 
IIvU9 to9 to)ll < I16foll ew[a(t) + WON, t E I& 3 To). (8) 
Now by (3), (4), (5) and (8) we have 
z(t) < D(t) t ,‘, jtl ci(s) erpts)+ ““‘tzts))ri ds when tEj’ (9) 
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where 
W> = e-“” II44 to, CJII. 
A suitable application of Lemma 1 to (9) completes the proof. 
By following an argument similar to the above proof, but using Lemma 2 
instead of Lemma 1, we can easily prove the validity of following result. 
LEMMA 5. Let all of the conditions in Lemma 4 be satisfied, except here 
the condition (ii) is replaced by the following: 
(ii’) WhenvER”andt)O wehave 
II kdt, v>ll G e&) lbll + edt) I141m + ed0 (10) 
Here m > 1 is a constant, and e,(t) E C[R+, R,] are known functions, 
i= 1, 2, 3. 
Then every solution x(t, t,, &,) of system (2) satisfies the inequality 
Ilx(t, to, C-JII < ea(t)E3(t, to, to) El@, to) 
X (1 + (1 - m)N(t, t,, <O))l’(‘-m) for tE [O,L) (11) 
where 
E,(t, to) = exp lfle,(s) ea(s)+b(s) ds, 
E,(t, t,, &,) = II&,ll ebcfo) + I 
’ es(s) eb@) ds, 
*o 
W, to, to) = JtL q(s) e ma(s)+b(s)(E3(s, t,, &,))m-l (El(s, t,))m ds 
and the positive number L is defined by 
L = y$t : Nt, to, 4,) < l/Cm - 1)). 
3. PERTURBATIONS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
In addition to assumptions (H), in this section we shall assume that all 
solutions of (1) are existing on whole R + , and the uniqueness of solutions 
for (2) holds. 
THEOREM 1. Let all of the conditions in Lemma 4 be satisfied, and 
suppose further that the following conditions hold: 
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(i) The functions cI(s)e’@(s)+b(s) and c,+,(s)ebCs) are in L,(O, co), 
i = 1, 2 ,...) n. 
(ii) exp a(c) <A = const, when t > 0. 
(iii) a(t) --, -oc), as t+ 00. 
(iv) Lim,,, Sup( l/t) a(t) < 0. 
Then the following conclusions are true: 
I. If the conditions (i) and (ii) hold, then all of the solutions of (2) 
can be prolonged on whole R + and are bounded on R + . 
II. If the conditions (i) and (iii) hold, then all solutions x(t) of (2) can 
be defined on R + and satisfy the relation Lim,,, /x(t)ll = 0. 
III. If the conditions (i) and (iv) hold, then every solution x(t) of (2) 
defined on R + is (SG) on R + . 
Proof If (i) is satisfied then for every &, E R” and every t, > 0 we obtain 
from (6) 
where 
t E I& 9 cl) (12) 
D(&,&)=M //Om~n+l(~)eb(s)ds t ll&,lleb('o) t 11 
and M > 0 is defined by 
M= 9~ fi R,(t) < co. 
I= 1 
From (12) we see that the solution x(t, to, &,) is bounded when t E I.&, &,). 
Hence by combining with the uniqueness of (2) we can easily prove that all 
solutions of the system (2) can be prolonged on whole R + . 
Then the conclusion I follows from (12) and (ii) immediately. If the 
conditions (i) and (iii) hold, letting t + co in (12) then we get the desired 
relation 
bjz II46 63, Ml = 4 when &‘,ER”, t>to>O. 
To prove the conclusion III, we suppose that x(t, t,, &,) is any solution of 
(2) which is existing on whole R,. Since (i) holds, with regard to this 
solution the above inequality (12) is valid for all t > 0. Letting t + oz in both 
sides of (12), and in view of (iv), we obtain 
Lim Sup f In )( x(t, t,, &)\I < I;‘$ Sup f a(t) < 0. 
t-tee --t 
Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is now completed. 
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THEOREM 2. Let all of the conditions in Lemma 5 be satisfied, and here 








O<E,= ez(s) exp[ma(s) + b(s)] ds < 00. 
0 
(ii) exp a(t) <A = const, when t > 0. 
(iii) a(t)+ -00, as t+ 00. 
(iv) exp b(t) <B = const, when t > 0. 
tv) Lim,,, Sup( l/t) a(t) < 0. 
Then the following conclusions are true: 
I. If the conditions (i) and (ii) hold, then if r. E R” and ]] to]1 is 
su&kiently small the solutions x(t, to, to) can be prolonged on R + ana’ are 
bounded. Moreover, the trivial solution of (2) is stable. 
II. I$ the conditions (i) and (iii) hold, then when ]]c$~]] is suficiently 
small the solutions x(t, to, to) of (2) can be defined on R + and obey the 
relation 
yz II-W, to, <o)ll = 0 
and the trivial solution of (2) is (AS). 
III. If the conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) are satisfied, then the trivial 
solution of (2) is (US). 
IV. If the conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) hold, then the trivial solution of 
(2) is (UAS). 
V. If the conditions (i) and (v) hold, then every solution of (2) which 
can be defined on whole R, is (SC). 
Proof (a) When (i) holds, in view of e,(t) = 0 from the above estimate 
(11) we may obtain 
lIx(t, to, toI < lItoIl expW> + Wo) +&I 
x { 1 + (1 -m) E2e’“E1(]lCo]] eb(rO))m-‘}l’(‘-m) (13) 
where t E I,(t,, to) n [to, r), and r > 0 is chosen so that the right-hand side 
of (13) is well defined for t f [to, r). 
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From (13) we see that if ]] &, ]] is sufficiently small such that 
ll<oll < epb(‘o)[(m - l)EzemE~]““-m’ = H(t,) 
then the solutions x(t, t,, &,) of (2) can be prolonged on R + . 
Now we suppose that (ii) holds too, then we have from (13) 
II+ co, toIll Q AR,ewW,) + E,), t>t,>o, II&II<h- 
Here 0 < h < H(t,) is a constant and R, is defined by 




then we obtain from (13 ‘) 
when t > to > 0 
so the proof of conclusion I is completed. 
(b) Suppose the conditions (i) and (iii) hold, since (iii) is stronger 
than (ii), thus by (a) we see the trivial solution of (2) is stable and ail of the 
solutions x(1, to, ro) of (2) are defined on R, when to E R” satisfies (14). 
Letting t -+ co in (13) and using (iii) we then get 
pz 11X(& to, Co)ll = 0. --t 
The conclusion II is now proved. 
(c) If (i), (ii) and (iv) hold, we rewrite (13) as 
II~(~,~o,~o~~l~~~l(~olleE~[~ +(I -m)~,emE~(B(~~oll)m~‘]~~c~-m~. 
(13”) 
If ]]ro]] is small enough such that 
lItoIl < min{x ~/WQoeE1)) = H 
where J”is a positive number satisfying 
J< B-~I(~ - l)EZemEl]l/(l-m) 
and the number Q, is defined by 
Q, = [ 1 + (1 - m) E,(JB)m-’ emEl]l’(l-m) > 0 
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then the solutions x(t, t,, <,) of (2) satisfy the inequality 
since H > 0 is independent of the value t,, so that the trivial solution of (2) 
is (US). The conclusion III proved. 
(d) If the conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) are satisfied, then by (b) and (c) 
above the trivial solution of (2) is (UAS). 
(e) If the conditions (i) and (v) hold, and if x(t, t,, to) is any solution 
of (2) defined on R + , then from (13) we obtain the desired inequality 
)% Sup f In )I x(t, t,, &)I/ Q b% Sup f a(t) Q 0. -t + 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
Remark 1. The conclusions II and III of Theorem 2 generalize the main 
result of Vlasov [ 1, Theorem 21, and we note that there is no result in [ 1 ] 
which corresponds to the conclusions I, IV and V of our Theorem 2. 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 of this paper yields the possibility of treating the 
sublinear terms contained in (2) as the elements of the perturbations. This 
character of our result differs from almost all known results. 
In concluding this section, we note that because no use is made of any 
Liapunov-type function, our results are different from those established by 
Krasovskii [5]. 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF GENERAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We consider here the linear system 
du ,,=Jw)Y~ tER+, yER” 
and its perturbed system 
(15) 
+qr)x+g(l,x), tER,, xER” (16) 
where g(t, x) is the same as defined in Section 3, and A(t) is a continuous 
nxn matrix on R,. With regard to system (16) we shall assume that the 
uniqueness of solutions holds. 
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Obviously here we have 
w, to, to) = Y(f) y-w,) for &,ER”, t>t,,>O 
and hence we can define the functions a(t) and b(t) by 
respectively, and here Y(t) denotes the fundamental matrix of (15) with 
Y(t,) = E and Y-’ is the inverse matrix of Y. By Theorems 1 and 2 we can 
easily obtain the following two results. 
THEOREM 3. Let the inequality (5) be satisfied, and suppose further that 
(i) The functions ci(t) 11 Y(t)ll’l /I Y-‘(t)11 (i= 1, 2,..., n) and 
cn+lw IIW4l are in L,(O, a). 
(ii) /I Y(t)]1 < K = const, when t > 0. 
(iii) Lim,,, I] Y(t)11 = 0. 
(iv) Lim,,, Sup(l/f) ln II WI < 0. 
Then the conclusions I to III as in Theorem 1 are true. 





e,(s) II W)lI II YWll ds < 00, 
0 
o< i O” e2W II Wllm II Y-‘@II ds < 00. 0 
(ii) /I Y(l)]] < K = const, when t > 0. 
(iii) Lim,_, (I Y(t)/1 = 0. 
(iv) )I Y-‘(t)]] Q B = const, when t > 0. 
W Lim,+, SUP(W) In II Wll < 0. 
Then the same conclusions I to V as stated in Theorem 3 are valid. 
Remark 3. Theorems 3 and 4 contain the main results of Theorems 1 to 
4 of Oziraner [6, Section 21. In [6) there is no result concerned with the 
(SG) solutions of the system (16). 
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5. PERTURBATIONS OF PARTICULAR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We notice that there are many other interesting consequences for 
particular linear systems. For example, we may assume that one of the 
following three conditions is satisfied by (15): 
(C,) There exist numbers p > 0, K > 1 and q such that 
II Y(t) Y-‘(tJll < K exp[-PO - to) + 4~,1, for I > to > 0. 
(C,) There exist numbers p > 0, M > 1 and q such that 
II Y(f) Y-‘(hJl < Mt-% for t>to> 1. 
(C,) A(t) = diag[q@),..., a,(t)]. 
It is well known that if the trivial solution of (15) is exponentially stable 
then condition (C,) is satisfied with q = 0. For q # 0, the condition (C,) has 
already been used by Malkin [7]. The condition (C,) has been discussed 
extensively by Demidovic [8], who proved that if the real parts of all 
Liapunov characteristic numbers of (15) are nonnegative and the system 
(15) is a so-called “total regular” system, then the condition (C,) always 
holds. 
We can easily see that corresponding to the above conditions (Ci) 
(i = 1, 2, 3), we may define a(t) and b(t) as follows: 
(C,) u(t) = -pt + In K, b(t) = (p + q) t; for t > 0. 
(C,) a(t)=-plnt, b(t)=qlnttlnM, for t> 1. 
(Cd 4t)=MaxlGi<, {Ji u,(s) ds} E Z(t), b(t) = In L - z(t), L > 1 is a 
constant and z(t) = min,,i,,{]t ai ds}. 
So by Theorems 1 and 2 we can easily verify that the following corollaries 
are true. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (C,) be sutisJed, and assume that for v E R” and 
t > 0 we have the inequality 
IId~9~Il~ i: CiexP(~it)IlvII”+C,+,exP(~,+,t) 
i=l 
where Ai, c, (i=1,2 ,..., n t 1) and rj (j = 1, 2 ,..., n) are constants, 
r, E (0, 11. If the inequalities 
Aitqt(1-ri)p<09 i = 1, 2,..., n 
A n+1+q+p<O 
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hold then all of the solutions x(t) of (16) are defined and bounded on whole 
R + and we have IIx(t)ll+ 0 as t + co. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (C,) be satisfied, and suppose that the inequality 
II s(4 411 Q cl evW II 0 II + c2 eWW II u llm 
holds for v E R” and t> 0, here m > 1, ci (i= 1,2) and A, B are real 
numbers. 
Then the following conclusions are valid: 
I. If A+q<O and B+(l-m)p+q<O are satisfied, then the 
trivial solution of system (16) is (AS). 
II. If all conditions of I above are satisfied, and we also have 
p + q < 0, then the trivial solution of ( 16) is (UAS). 
Remark 4. The conclusion I of Corollary 2 is an extension of the known 
results in Malkin [7, Section 891 and Oziraner [6, Section 2; 41. 
COROLLARY 3. Let (C,) be satisfied, and suppose that the inequality 
holds for t > 1 and v E R *, where cj > 0, Bj (j = 1,2 ,..., n + 1) and 
ri E (0, l] (i = l,..., n) are real numbers. If the inequalities 
1 +Bi+q-rip<O, i = 1, 2,..., n 
l+B,+,+q<O 
are satisfied then all of the solutions x(t) of (16) are bounded on R + and 
satisfy the relation Lim,,, IIx(t)ll = 0. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (C,) be satisfied, and suppose that when t > 1, 
v E R n we have the inequality 
where m > 1, Ci (i = 1,2) and A, B are real numbers. Then the following 
conclusions are true: 
I. If 1 -p + q + A < 0 and 1 - mp + q + B < 0 hold, then the trivial 
solution of (16) is (AS). (We note that if c, = 0, c2 # 0 hold, then the 
condition 1 -p + q + A < 0 can be omitted. If c, # 0 and c, = 0 hold then 
the condition 1 - mp + q + B < 0 can be omitted.) 
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II. If all conditions in I are satisfied, and we also have the condition 
q < 0, then the trivial solution of (16) is (UAS). 
Remark 5. Corollary 4 generalizes some known results due to Oziraner 
[6, Section 2; 4)] and Demidovic [8]. 
COROLLARY 5. Let (C,) be satisfied, and assume here that the inequality 
(5) also holds, then the following conclusions are true: 
I. If (i) the functions Ci(t) exp(riZ(t) -z(t)) (i = 1, 2,..., n) and 
c,+ dt) exp(-z0>) are in L,(O, w), and (ii) exp Z(t) < L = const, when 
t > 0, then all of the solutions of the system (16) are bounded on R + . 
II. If the condition I(i) holds and we also have the condition (iii) 
Z(t) --$ -CD, as t + ao, then all solutions of (16) obey the relation )I x(t)// + 0, 
as t-,oO. 
III. If the condition I(i) holds and we also have the inequality 
Lim Sup 
t-a2 
f z(t) < 0 
then every solution of (16) which exists on whole R + is (SG) on R + . 
COROLLARY 6. Let (C,) be satisfied, and suppose that the inequality 
(10) is satisfied with e,(t) = 0. Then the following conclusions are valid: 
I. If (i) the functions e,(t) exp(Z(t) -z(t)) and e,(t) exp(mZ(t) - 
z(t)) are in L,(O, oo), and (ii) exp Z(t) < L < +co, when t > 0, then the 
trivial solution of (16) is stable. 
II. If all conditions in I are satisfied and we also have the condition 
(iii) Z(t) --) --oo when t -+ co, then the trivial solution of (16) is (AS). 
III. If all conditions in I are satisfied and here we also have the 
condition (iv) exp(-z(t)) < M = const, when t > 0, then the trivial solution of 
(16) is (US). 
IV. If the conditions I(i), II(iii) and III(iv) are satisfied then the 
trivial solution of (16) is (UAS). 
V. If the condition I(i) and the inequality 
Fz sup f Z(t) < 0 
-t 
are satisfied, then every solution x(t) of (16) which is defined on whole R + is 
VW. 
Remark 6. Corollary 6 extends two known stability criteria due to 
Demidovic [8] and Oziraner [6, Section 31. 
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